
Coming October 8, 9 & 10 to Lopez Island and Friday Harbor, WA



Admission Free
Helpful materials are available for those who wish to purchase.

Daily Door Prizes

OUR RESPONSE TO COVID-19

Just $15  
by reserving your materials in advance.

 
$30  

When purchased at the session.

•  Your health and safety are our top 
priority. We are following the local 
covid protocols.  If you prefer viewing 
on-line, the link to join live streaming is 
on the pre-registration site.

A Hope-Based Process For Finding the Good! Two Locations: Live
October 8, 9 & 10  Six different modules in sequence over three days!

  Six sessions October 8, 9 & 10
3:30 p.m.
Lopez Community Center
204 Village Road 
Lopez Island, WA
The 7:00 p.m. session will be live-streamed, pre-registration is required to watch.

7:00 p.m.
Mullis Community Center
589 Nash Street
Friday Harbor, WA
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About Carl Wilkens
Wilkens had been directing relief and development aid in Rwanda four years before the Genocide of 1994.  He 
was the only American Aide worker to continue rescue efforts throughout the entire 100 days of  genocide.  For 
the  documentary of those efforts as seen through the eyes of the UN Command, U.S. Diplomatic Corps. plus 
Rwandan Associates, visit: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P8diFeGD0FY
Because of the bonds formed during the turmoil Wilkens enjoys an insider’s view of this unfolding success story.  

With access to the entire spectrum of Rwandan life ranging from top government officials to the grateful survivors who are alive and productive 
today because he risked his life to deliver water, food and transport to safety, he is able to take study groups to Rwanda to document the 
transformation and discover the principles that fueled it. 
In this workshop, Wilkens shares unbelievable stories of healing and reconciliation in the aftermath of the genocide.  He weaves stories 
together with the principles his studies have identified providing a solid foundation for the compelling “Hope-Based Process for Building Trust.”  
For a 5-minute preview of this transformative event, visit: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5FLuV306nKQ

Pre-register at: AttendSeminar.Live/Trust

Date Sensitive Material
Requested in-home date:  
Sept. 24-27
Postmaster: if undeliverable, do not forward or return!
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